
  

    

 Virtual Assistance For Your Small Business 
 
By Sally Bell 
 
 
Your business is growing, and that’s great. You’d like to hire an 
administrative assistant to handle paperwork, letter writing, 
invoicing and other routine chores. But wait!  
 
Hiring an administrative assistant means wages, payroll taxes, 
benefits, additional office equipment and software, furniture and 
maybe even extra space. And that’s more than you can afford. 
 
What’s the solution? Hire a “virtual assistant.” 
 
Virtual assistants (VA) are the new way for entrepreneurs and small 
businesses to get just the help they need at a reasonable price, 
without the extra hassles involved in sustaining that help. Read on 
to learn what a virtual assistant can do for you and how to find the 
right one.
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Here are some websites with 
more information about Virtua
Assistance: 
 
www.ivaa.org 
 
www.assistu.com 
 
www.iavoa.com 
 
www.vacertification.com 
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Virtual Assistance

Article 1: Right There, Virtually

Virtual assistants (VA) are trained, off-site professionals who handle the
myriad niggling business details that keep you from focusing on the work
you love.

Many were once regular administrative assistants who now work as
freelancers. Others learn administrative work through a credentialing
organization. And still others are professional writers, bookkeepers, Web
designers, marketers and so forth who promote themselves as virtual
assistants.

The difference is mostly emphasis. Those focusing primarily on admin
tasks may offer a specialty niche as well. People specializing in their own
expertise, such as Web design, might tackle administrative work on
occasion as well.

What they have in common is working from their own locations—often
across the country from clients—via e-mail, computer, phone, fax and
mail. You can develop a daily working relationship with a VA, but you will
probably never meet her (most are women).

Because VAs work from their own offices and are independent business
owners, you don’t supply office equipment, software or desk space. And
you don’t pay benefits such as FICA taxes, health insurance or vacations.
That’s their responsibility.

You pay only for the time they actually work for you, maybe just 10 to 15
hours a month. How do they make a living, then? By having lots of
“virtual clients” like you.

David Goldsmith, whose Goldsmith Group manages authors, speakers
and consultants in Santa Fe, N.M., has worked for five years with a VA
who lives in a tiny town in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.

“I could care less where she lives,” Goldsmith says. “She’s available
when I need her, and that’s what matters. There’s hardly anything I can
imagine that she hasn’t been able to do from the middle of nowhere.” 
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Virtual Assistance

Article 2: Free to Grow Your Business

Hate billing? Can’t stand balancing the books every month? Never quite
get around to writing that brochure? There’s a virtual assistant who can
take it off your hands.

“A great VA will handle everything that doesn’t need your personal
attention,” says Stacy Brice, president of AssistU, which trains and
certifies virtual assistants.

Doing the routine things you hate or tasks that take time from your
primary work, in fact, is exactly the job description of VAs. 

“Liz asked me to list things I hated to do, even personal things, not just
business,” says Alexandria Brown of her first conversation with the
Boston woman who became her VA. “A VA’s purpose is to leave you doing
what you enjoy doing, to free you for the big stuff you should be doing to
grow your business.” 

Brown, whose San Francisco-area EZineQueen.com helps entrepreneurs
market themselves through online newsletters, promptly off-loaded
invoicing, appointment setting and confirmations, bank statement
balancing, online research and more. “She even helped me find dance
classes in my area.” 

VAs can also help if your needs go beyond normal admin duties. Some
VAs have advanced training or experience in helping Realtors, attorneys,
accountants and other professionals, for example. “Whatever you could
name, there is probably someone with that niche,” says Brice.

Miguel Berger, a Realtor in Albany, N.Y., uses a VA to write his company
newsletter. “I get the benefit of someone exposed to other clients all
over the country, so I get input on home trends without doing the
research. It gives me an advantage,” he says.
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Virtual Assistance

Article 3: VAs: The Cost-Effective Employment Solution

So what does a virtual assistant cost? Probably much less than you think,
unless you really do need help full-time.

Rates vary widely depending on the task, experience and where the VA
lives. A VA living in Manhattan, Kan., will likely charge less than someone
living in Manhattan, New York, for instance. 

But virtual assistants will certainly charge more per hour than you’d pay a
regular admin, typically at least $35 an hour. That’s still a tremendous
saving for on-call work, especially factoring in savings from office
expenses and fringe benefits.

David Goldsmith, owner of the Goldsmith Group, uses his VA between 10
and 15 hours a month. He says he saves about 80 percent of what a full-
time, in-house administrative assistant would cost, “yet I get all that I
need. From my clients’ perspective, I have a full-time employee.”

And a VA can actually more than pay for herself through your own
increased productivity once the work barriers are removed, particularly if
your own hourly rate is substantially higher. Alexandria Brown, owner of
EZineQueen.com, doubled her income in six months after she hired a VA

How, you may ask, do you pay someone you never see, who may work
3,000 miles away?

VAs typically work on an annual contract or letter of agreement specifying
a monthly retainer for a set block of hours. Some VAs also take pay-as-
you-go work for clients whose needs fluctuate or are occasional. 

Payment is easy enough. VAs often accept credit card payment. Some
take checks, and still others receive payment online through services
such as PayPal, says Angela Allen, vice president of the International
Virtual Assistants Association, a credentialing and VA support
organization.

Paying them is one concern; there is also, of course, the flip side. How
can you ensure that your unseen cyber assistant isn’t billing you for time
not worked?

Stacy Brice, president of AssistU, which trains and certifies virtual
assistants, says that’s rarely a problem. “It really isn’t as nebulous as it
seems. If you are working together regularly, you would absolutely know
if your VA is jerking you around. We make you happy or you have the
right not to work with us.”
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Virtual Assistance

Article 4: Partnering For Business Growth

Virtual assistants sound great—and they are for most entrepreneurs. But
VAs aren’t right for every situation.

For one thing, working with a free agent requires changing your mindset.

VAs are independent business people. Like you, they make their own
schedules and have other clients, so you must build in enough time for
work completion.

You must be comfortable delegating responsibilities, confident they will
be taken care of without supervision. 

Since you can’t physically show a VA your project, you must become
accustomed to explaining your needs clearly by phone, fax or e-mail. “If
you need face-to-face contact to feel comfortable, a VA may not be right
for you,” says Angela Allen, vice president of the International Virtual
Assistants Association.

And for another, cyber assistants work as your equal and “partner,”
rather than your subordinate. “It’s an interaction rather than instruction,”
says Miguel Berger, a Realtor who hired a VA. “If I have a road I want to
follow, she may have suggestions that really help.”

Those factors might be drawbacks for some small-business owners, but
for others they just add merit to working with a VA. As Berger notes, “I
haven’t found any real downside. I pick up the phone, and I don’t have to
worry about the work anymore.” 
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Virtual Assistance

Article 5: Locating VAs in Just a Click

Finding a VA is easy. Just input “virtual assistants” into an Internet
search engine such as Google. You’ll find a long list of sources ranging
from VA organizations to Web sites for individual VAs.

Watch out, though, for VA wannabes. Rigorous training and testing is
available for virtual assistants, but unlike licenses for a doctor, attorney
or Realtor, it’s not required. Anyone can call herself a virtual assistant.
Some will be highly qualified. Some, well, won’t be. 

You’ll also find Web sites for companies that say its employees are virtual
assistants for hire. That may make your search easier. But if you go that
route, check the credentials of the individual you’d work with, and make
sure you’ll always work with that person. The company’s project
manager, after all, isn’t doing the actual work.

Whether you hire your own VA or work through a VA company, avoid
problems by making sure the people you consider hiring are certified as
virtual assistants through one of the several organizations that train VAs
or certify their competency. 

These organizations list certified graduates. Just click on a name to call
up qualifications.

International Virtual Assistants Association

AssistU

International Association of Virtual Office Assistants

VACertification.com

Each organization, of course, claims it’s the best. But each emphasizes
different areas, and two even define virtual assistants differently. 

Angela Allen, vice president of the International Virtual Assistants
Association, for example, calls VAs “independent entrepreneurs working
in creative, technical and administrative fields”—a far broader definition
than the strictly administrative classification that AssistU sets.

Which is really best? That depends on your needs. But as Stacy Brice,
president of AssistU, notes, “Credentials from any group are better than
none. Certification shows a person has the commitment to work towards
high professionalism.”
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Virtual Assistance

Article 6: Checking Out VAs

Before you start searching for a VA, familiarize yourself with the industry
so you know what you should expect of a VA—and what you shouldn’t.

The certifying organizations train and test for general skills and ethical
standards that apply to every VA, regardless of the client’s business.
Some also provide separate certifications in commonly needed client
areas, such as real estate. Extremely skilled VAs can earn additional
“master’s level” certification. And some credentialing groups offer
continuing education courses.

Beyond that, though, it’s up to the VA to pick up additional outside skills
and certifications needed for her particular business. If you need a VA
with extremely specialized skills, be sure to ask about those credentials. 

Read the Web sites of the certifying organizations to find one that trains
and certifies people who do the type of work you need. 

Credentialing organizations’ philosophies and training emphases differ,
so you’ll want to study them to feel comfortable with the focus of the VA’s
background training.

Each VA organization Web site lists certified graduates. Just click on a
name to see qualifications and specialties. Call or e-mail to start the
dialog.

Or get VAs to come to you. The Web site for the International Virtual
Assistants Association, for instance, has free, anonymous Request for
Proposal capability. Input your needs online, and IVAA members with
those qualifications will respond. You can weed through them and contact
just those best qualified.

Check out Web sites of individual VAs, listed in a Web search for virtual
assistants. But since these aren’t guaranteed certified, be sure to ask
about credentials.

Although credentials are critically important, distance shouldn’t factor in
your selection. Working via the Internet, it truly doesn’t matter where the
VA lives. In fact, some cyber assistants won’t even take local clients
because of taxes on services in some states and so clients aren’t
tempted to ask them to work in the office “just this once.”

And don’t worry if every VA you interview describes vastly different
policies and prices. “There is nothing ‘typical’ about virtual assistants,”
says Angela Allen, vice president of the IVAA. “They are entrepreneurs
and handle their businesses with different entrepreneurial approaches.”
Just search until you find someone whose approach matches yours.
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Virtual Assistance

Article 7: Hiring the Right VA

Choosing the right virtual assistant is as important as hiring the right
employee. And the processes have much in common.

Since you can’t meet the candidates, keep your ears particularly cocked
to the subtleties. 

“Pay attention to what’s said and unsaid,” advises Stacy Brice, president
of AssistU, which trains and certifies virtual assistants. “You’ll be
entrusting your business to someone you haven’t met, and you want
that person to be trustworthy and have the background you need.”

It’s a good sign when the VA interviews you as much as you do her. They
are, after all, independent business people who have their own views
about how their business should grow.

“If they just say, ‘Yes, yes, that’s fine. Hire me,’ they probably aren’t as
knowledgeable as they should be,” says Alexandria Brown, who uses a
VA. “A good VA should ask lots of questions to see how you work and the
equipment you have. They don’t take everyone.”

Get references—and check them. Some VAs, though, may balk if you ask
for a formal background check because of the ease today of identity
theft. If you insist, she may want to check you out first.

Ask for work samples similar to what you’ll need, and about their depth of
experience in those areas.

Find out how they’ll handle the annoying chores you want to pass off.

Probe work style. Since you can’t dictate to a VA, it’s important that your
attitudes match naturally. Do you have the same values? The same
expectations of the relationship? 

Ask open-ended “what if” questions because there will be times when
you aren’t available and the VA must solve problems creatively. 

Make sure your software, e-mail program and office equipment are
compatible so you can zap things back and forth as easily as walking into
the next cubicle.

Compatibility is vital. Does conversation flow easily? Listen for the little
nuances. Says VA Marie Schultz of Michigan, “If it doesn’t feel like it will fit,
it probably won’t.”

Check also for continuing education courses the VA has taken since last
certified. VAs are required to recertify periodically, and continuing
education credit is part of that. As Angela Allen, vice president of the
International Virtual Assistants Association notes, “Software changes
with every version. To do their job, they must stay current.”
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Virtual Assistance

Article 8: Contracting With a VA

Once you’ve selected the right VA, it’s contract time. VAs normally work
with either a formal contract or a detailed letter of agreement that you
both sign.

She may first ask you to sign a short-term contract covering just the
initial project.

“I always do a small contract with someone before I offer a long-time
contract. I, as a VA, want to make sure that the relationship is a good
one before I go beyond that,” says Angela Allen, vice president of the
International Virtual Assistants Association. That’s smart for you as the
client also.

Expect the VA to develop the contract or letter of agreement. She is far
more familiar with the VA field than a new client. And, “She is the one
being engaged for a professional service. She isn’t being hired in the
usual sense,” says Stacy Brice, president of AssistU, which trains and
certifies Virtual Assistants.

Disagree with parts of the contract? The VA might negotiate with you, but
might also decide that the changes aren’t worth it to her. Before signing,
“do your due diligence and pass it by whoever you need to in order to
feel comfortable,” Allen advises.

Assuming you’re happy with the VA and have regular work needs,
arrange a discounted monthly retainer fee for a set block of time.
Experienced VAs are good at estimating how long projects will take to
complete, but she should let you know when nearing the end of your
guaranteed hours so there aren’t surprises.

She’ll be glad to sign a confidentiality agreement. “Confidentiality is part
of our professional ethics,” points out Brice. “She’d have no reason not to
sign one.”

But don’t expect her to be bonded or hold professional liability insurance
unless her work frequently involves possible conflicts. Although the
credentialing organizations recommend it, insurance is expensive, and is
rarely bought because it is rarely needed. Insist on it, of course, if she
will have access to your bank account.
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Virtual Assistance

Article 9: Got a VA Problem?

Serious conflicts are rare with virtual assistants because they are trained
to rigorous ethical standards and are accustomed to working with clients
they never see. 

But conflict can happen, of course. Make sure a procedure to deal with it
is specified up front in your contract, because credentialing organizations
have no fiduciary responsibility for the VAs they certify. 

“We have an ethics pledge that every one of our VAs is expected to
adhere to,” says Stacy Brice, president of AssistU, which trains and
certifies Virtual Assistants. “But they build their relationships on their
own. We don’t get in the middle of things.”

She recommends a binding mediation clause in the contract or letter of
agreement. The sticky part comes in agreeing which community’s laws
govern mediation—neither of you want the expense of traveling to the
other’s location.

For that reason, Brice suggests “virtual mediation.” Both agree in
advance that a mediating firm with three-way phone capability be
stipulated. 

When an intractable problem arises, each side sends documentation to
the mediator, then everyone discusses it over a phone linkup. Both sides
agree to be bound by the outcome that the mediator decides.

Brice and Angela Allen, vice president of the International Virtual
Assistants Association, agree that any concerns at the start of a VA
relationship typically dissolve in a month or so. “If they don’t, if you still
have concerns,” Allen notes, “then she probably isn’t the right VA for
you.”
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